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Granular Aggregate Inventory
of Bruce Township 

Bruce County, Ontario

E.V. Sado

INTRODUCTION:

This report outlines the granular aggregate potential 

within Bruce Township. Aggregate reserve areas are 

delineated on the accompanying granular map. Estimates 

of the aggregate quality and quantity are discussed within 

the text and tabulated together with field data within the 

appendix. The underlying and exposed Paleozoic bedrock 

lithologies are discussed but not evaluated as to their 

aggregate potential.

METHODS:

A. Fieldwork -

Available exposures indluding sand and gravel pits, 

road cuts, river cuts and cultural excavations were 

examined in determining the quality, continuity and 

thickness of granular materials. Surficial materials 

their topographic expression and the geological 

environment were important considerations in determining 

the average deposit thicknesses.

Twenty-two field observations were made; the 

thickness, gravel content, clast size and composition of 

each were recorded and are tabulated within the appendix.

1. Geologist's Assistant, Phanerozoic Geology Section, 
Geological Branch, Ontario Division of Mines. Manuscript 
approved for publication by the Chief, Phanerozoic 
Geology Section.
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B. OFFICE WORK -

The accompanying township map was prepared at a scale 

of 1: 50,000 using appropriate portions of the Chelsea 

(40A6W), Walkerton (40A3), and Tiverton (40ASW) National 

Topographic Series Maps. As there is no surficial 

geology data available for this area (excepting the 

regional physiographic interpretation done by Chapman and 

Putnam in 1966), the areas of granular soils were outlined 

as they were mapped by the Ontario Soil Survey for Bruce 

County. Several potential aggregate reserve areas were 

outlined by the author using airphotographs and limited 

field information. The locations of many sand and gravel 

pits were obtained from records of the Ministry of 

Transportation and Communications, Downsview, Ontario. 

More pits were located during the field survey. Finally, 

water well log data was obtained from the Ministry of the 

Environment and relevant logs were plotted on the granular 

map.

C. RESERVE CALCULATIONS -

The volume of a granular deposit can be approximated 

if it's area and average thickness are known. The area of 

each deposit in acres was measured using an acreage grid 

overlay. Thickness values represent the average deposit 

thickness as determined from field work.
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The gross deposit tonnage was calculated by 

multiplying the volume by 2,500 tons ( the approximate 

weight of a one foot thickness of sand and gravel 

covering a one acre area). This calculation is 

summarized as follows:

Gross Tonnage ^ Constant * area x thickness
factor in acres in feet

^ (2*500 Tons) x X acres * Y feet 
"[ one j 
(acre/foot )

^ 2,500 XY Tons

Correction factors were applied to each deposit for 

material already extracted and aggregate unavailable for 

extraction due to cultural features such as roads, 

settlements, property setbacks etc.

It is important to note that these reserve figures 

represent "possible" reserves. The term "possible 

reserves" is defined in the performance standards of the 

Association of Professional Engineers of Ontario. It 

implies a broad knowledge of the geological character of 

the deposit for which there are few if any samples or 

measurements. These estimates are based on an assumed 

continuity or repetition for which there are reasonable 

geological indicators.
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LOCATION OF BRUCE TOWNSHIP

Bruce Township occupies a rectangular area of 

67,##0 acres within Bruce County. It borders on Lake 

Huron, south of the town of Port Elgin, and stretches 

inland at right angles to the coast for roughly 13 miles. 

In 1974 t this township including the Village of Tiverton 

had a population of 2,279* As many as 5)000 people are 

presently employed in the construction of the Bruce 

Nuclear Generating Station at Douglas Point. 

Physiographic Profile

The ancient Lake Algonquin shoreline has eroded 

a prominent bluff some 50 to 100 feet in height. It 

extends parallel to the Lake Huron shore between the 

villages of Inverhuron and North Bruce. This shorecliff 

is the single most prominent topographic feature in the 

township, it separates two physiographic regions known as 

the Huron Fringe and the Huron Slope (Chapman and Putnam, 

1966). The Huron Fringe forms a narrow strip of land 

extending back of the Lake Huron shore to the base of the 

Algonquin shore bluff. It is characterized by wave cut 

terraces of glacial Lakes Algonquin and Nipissing, small 

local deposits of boulders, gravel bars and sand dunes are 

thinly developed over a hard, dense, silt and sand till. 

The Huron Slope in Bruce Township consists of a clay
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till plain. Some minor beach and bar deposits developed 

within glacial Lake Warren are scattered over this till 

surface. Deep erosional ravines have been cut back of the 

Algonquin shore bluff along Underwood Creek and the Little 

Ausable River. Ravine channels are also deeply cut by 

Willow and Mill creeks. In the southeast corner positive 

relief features are found north of Glammis within a cluster 

of kames developed in contact with the Wyoming and 

Singhampton Moraines. 

Bedrock Geology

Cherty limestones of the Bois Blanc Formation and 

limestone, dolomite sequences within the Detroit River 

Formation strike southeasterly across the Township. 

A heavy drift mantle completely masks this underlying 

rock. A few exposures of the Detroit River are found 

along the wave washed shore of Douglas Point. Both 

these formations are of Middle Devonian age, the strata 

dip gently to the southwest.

DRIFT THICKNESS

There is little drift information for. this area. A 

study of available well logs reveals a heavy drift 

cover averaging 150 to 200 feet within the Huron 

Slope area. Thinner drift 25 - 100 feet is more 

common along the Huron Fringe with several bedrock
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exposures being exposed along Douglas Point.

AGGREGATE RESOURCES

A large beach deposit of commercially acceptable 

coarse aggregate is found back of the Algonquin 

Shorebluff north of Inverhuron (Deposit 1). This 

deposit is poorly exposed at the surface and is mostly 

overlain by between 5 to 30 feet of a dense clay silt', 

lacustrine and till sequence. Less well sorted gravels 

occur at the surface within a kame-moraine area north of 

Glammis (Deposit 2). Many scattered beach and bar sandy 

areas were developed within Lake Warren over the clay till 

surface. Below the Algonquin shore bluff extending to the 

Lake Huron shore, small local concentrations of boulders, 

gravel bars and sand dunes were developed along the 

fluctuating levels of Lakes Nipissing and Algonquin. The 

latter Warren, Nipissing and Algonquin beach materials 

are unlikely to contain any significant aggregate 

potential.

Recent aggregate demands (^5 million tons per year) 

by construction at the Ontario Hydro, Bruce Nuclear 

Generating Station at Douglas Point has prompted 

development within an otherwise marginally economic 

aggregate deposit (Deposit 1). Granular A,B and 

borrow materials are produced in this deposit for this
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large aggregate consumer. At the Radford pit (Station 2) 

30 feet of a clay silt lacustrine and till overburden was 

stripped from above the aggregate and used as borrow 

material. The underlying well rounded, sorted and 

stratified beach gravels are presently being processed 

by a large potable plant at this location. Granular A 

and B products are hauled out as road base material. 

Thia operation is scheduled to terminate when the over 

burden cover becomes excessive.

Stations 2,3 and 4 all maintain large portable 

screening and crushing plants operated by Kincardine 

Construction. A wide range of aggregate products is~ 

produced for consumption at the power plant and for 

county road maintenance. The aggregate structures 

are highly deformed, thrust blocks and silty sand 

inclusives are common. Originally deposited in a 

beach environment this aggregate was subsequently 

overridden and underlies a variable 2 to 20 foot clay 

silt lacustrine and till overburden. The gravel content 

is high averaging 50 to 70 percent. Fifty percent of 

the clasts exceed l inch in diameter, a further 20 to 30 

percent are greater than 4 inches. The average clast 

size varies from l to 3 inches, maximum clasts are in 

the order of 12 to 4# inches. The upper 2 to 8 aggregate 

footage within station 2 is completely cemented by a
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calcium carbonate matrix. The conglomeritic cap rock is 

broken by a large Koehring shovel situated at the 

surface. These pits are currently being worked along a 

30 foot aggregate face. The operators estimate an 

additional depth in excess of 30 feet below the water 

level. The areal extent of deposit la has been 

roughly outlined at #40 acres. A proven thickness of 

30 feet has been applied to give a coarse aggregate 

reserve figure of 24 million tons. This is a 

conservative estimate but future extraction is 

limited by the excessive overburden mantle.

Deposit Ib was also roughly delineated on 

observations based at Station 5* These beach gravels 

are also structurally deformed but much finer grained 

than those to the north. A possible reserve figure of 

2 million tons of gravel is contained within this 210 

acre area.

Deposit l attempts to encompass the extent of these 

buried beach materials. The data here is highly 

speculative and is primarily based on three water well 

logs. Drilling would be necessary to outline this 

deposit more accurately.

Deposit 2 is found along the southeastern township 

portion. Several pits were at one time active in this
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ice-contact area. These deposits contain a wide range 

of grain sizes and a variety of materials. Deformation 

structures, till inclusions, variable topography, 

crossbedding and cut and fill structures are common. 

Three semi-active operations are located within a 

cluster of kames occuring in contact with the Wyoming 

and Singhampton Moraines. Possible gravel reserves 

of 9 million tons are estimated here.

The many scattered Warren beach deposits outlined 

do not contain any crushable aggregate. Two large 

deposits, one running north of Eskdale at an elevation 

of #75 feet and another south of North Bruce may 

contribute a small fine aggregate tonnage.

Gravel bars, boulder beaches and sand dunes are 

found scattered below the Lake Algonquin shorebluff. 

Aggregate within this area is suitable only for 

small local uses (e.g. Stations 6 and 13).
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GLOSSARY

The following definitions of terms used in this 

report are adapted from the Glossary of Geology published 

by the American Geological Institute

AGGREGATE:

CLAST:

COBBLE:

Any of several hard, inert construction 

materials such as sand, gravel, .crushed 

stone, slag or other material used for 

mixing in various size fragments with a 

cementing or bituminous material to 

form concrete, mortar, plaster, etc., 

or used alone as subbase coarse or surface 

coarse for roads or for fill. Aggregate 

of sand size is called fine aggregate, 

and that of gravel size is called coarse 

aggregate.

An individual constitu ent or fragment of 

a sediment or rock. Pebbles and cobbles 

etc. are clasts.

A rock fragment larger than a pebble and 

smaller than a boulder, having a diameter 

in the range of 64 to 256 mm (2.5 to 10 

inches).
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DIRT: A general informal term used to describe

particles in an aggregate which are 

finer than the #200 sieve* Also known 

as fines, these particles are in the 

silt and clay size range. The two terms 

are common in M.T.C. sample descriptions,

DRUMLIN: A low, smoothly rounded, elongated and

oval hill, mound or ridge of glacial 

till built under the margin of an ice 

sheet and shaped by it's flow.

ESKER: A long, narrow, sinuous, steep sided

ridge composed of irregularly stratified
t .

sand and gravel deposited by a stream 

flowing in an ice tunnel at the base of 

a retreating glacier.

ICE-CONTACT STRATIFIED DRIFT: Stratified sand, silt,

gravel and till deposited in contact 

with melting glacial ice and 

characterized by abrupt changes in 

grainsize and post depositional 

structural features such as slumping 

and faulting. Eskers, kames and 

hummocky moraines are typical ice-



contact features.

KAME: A steep sided hill, mound, knob, hummock

or ridge composed of poorly sorted to 

well sorted materials deposited in 

contact with glacier ice.

MELT WATER CHANNEL: A broad, shallow often terraced
i

depression produced by meltwater flowing 

from melting glacier ice.

MORAINE: A mound, ridge or other distinct

accumulation of unsorted unstratified 

glacial drift, predominantly till, 

deposited by the direct action of glacier 

ice in a variety of landforms.

OUTWASH: Stratified sand and gravel removed or

washed out from a glacier by meltwaters 

and deposited beyond the ice margin.

OUTWASH TERRACE: A dissected or incised bench like

deposit extending along a valley 

consisting of sand and gravel. Terraces 

are found along present day streams as 

well as meltwater channels.



TILL: Unsorted and unstratified drift,

generally unconsolidated, deposited 

by and directly underneath a glacier, 

consisting of a heterogeneous mixture 

of clay, sand, gravel and boulders.

TILL PLAIN: An extensive area, with a flat to

gently rolling surface underlain by till,


